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Trumpet legend Herb Alpert coming to O.C.
By PETER LARSEN

THE ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER

Jazz trumpeter Herb Alpert     hadn’t performed in concert much for years, figuring the most commercial parts of his past 
would overshadow anything else he might want to play today.
“I was reluctant to do it because I thought people would be screaming out, ‘Play “  Tijuana Taxi”   and “  The Lonely Bull,”   ’ 
” says Alpert, who co-founded A&M Records     on the success of his hugely successful recordings with his band the Tijuana
Brass     in the ‘60s.

Then in 2006, Alpert and his wife Lani Hall, played a short set at the Hollywood Bowl, part of a 40th anniversary 
celebration for Sergio Mendes and Brasil ’66, for whom Hall had been the original singer and Alpert had signed and 
produced at A&M, and the crowd’s response was tremendously positive, he says.

His percussionist, Michael Shapiro, suggested doing a tour of small jazz clubs after that, Hall loved the idea but Alpert still 
wasn’t sure.

“So we were hemming and hawing,” he says. “And a few months go by and Lani brought up the idea that if we don’t do it 
now, when?

“The first concert we played nobody yelled out (for Tijuana Brass tunes), they were just enjoying it. And we really enjoyed 
it, too.”

It was the first time he and Hall had toured together even though they’d married in the early ‘70s. And it was so much fun 
for the couple that they’ve now returned with a new album, “I Feel You,” and a new tour that brings them to 
the Segerstrom Center for the Arts     in Costa Mesa on Friday.

“We did a live album about two years ago, and then “I Feel You,” the first studio record I’ve done in quite a time,” Alpert 
says from his home in Malibu recently. “We were rehearsing some songs for the new shows and we felt we had some songs 
that deserved to be put on – I was about to say ‘tape’ – put on zeroes and ones.

“The object is to try to take songs that are familiar and scramble ‘em up in such a way that they sound fresh.”

And that’s a very accurate description of what listeners will find on “I Feel You.” The album runs from classic
pop-rock songs such as Van Morrison’s “Moondance,” and the Beatles’“Blackbird” and “Here Comes the Sun,” to jazz 
standards such as Peggy Lee’s “Fever” and Brazilian numbers by artists such as Milton Nascimento and Baden Powell.

It also includes – after more arm-twisting by Shapiro and Hall – a new arrangement of the Tijuana Brass’ “What Now My 
Love.”

“I had to be talked into it,” Alpert says. “Michael came up with this rhythm, and that was intriguing, and then Lani, she said,
‘Why don’t you try “What Now My Love” on top of it?’ When I first started playing it I wasn’t crazy about it – I felt like I 
was just trying to recreate the past. But then I extended the melody and it just worked.”

In concert, Alpert, Hall and the band – in addition to Shapiro, pianist Bill Cantos and bassist Hussain Jiffry – mix it up much
more than he did back in the heyday of the Tijuana Brass, he says.

“We always kind of scramble it around,” Alpert says. “The basic premise of the live performances, Lani establishes the song
for the most part, and we have the chord structure and the general flavor of where we’re going, but everything that’s 
happening behind her is improvised.”

The Tijuana Brass, in contrast, was much more structured, he says.
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“We were making singles, the songs were maybe two-and-half, three minutes at the most,” Alpert says, noting that he does 
play a medley of those classic tunes in his current shows. “You didn’t have time to stretch out and improvise. It was a 
different type of feeling that I was sending out at that time. There were so many people who wanted to hear us, I wanted to 
give it the way it sounded on the record.”

In Costa Mesa on Friday, though, you’ll get more of a jazz show. You’ll also likely get to hear Alpert sing, which he does on
the album as well, taking on the 1954 June Christy tune “Something Cool,” a song he performs from the point of view of a 
traveling salesman in a hotel bar.

“I always liked that song, there was something haunting about the melody,” he says. “I find myself going toward those 
melodies that I find myself whistling.

“I don’t know if anyone else gets the lyric like I do, but it’s this guy, a traveling guy, and he’s a married guy,” Alpert says of 
the way he interpreted the song. “And he sees this girl in a bar, and he’s tempted, but he decides not to do anything about it, 
so he just orders her something cool.

“And then he dreams … .”

Herb Alpert and Lani Hall will play at 8 p.m. Friday May 20 at the Renee and Henry Segerstrom Concert Hallat the 
Segerstrom Center for the Arts, 600 Town Center Dr., Costa Mesa. Tickets are $25-$76. For more: Go toscfta.org     for 
information on the May 20 show and Herbalpert.com     for more on Alpert.
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